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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Dance educators have long recognized the importance 

of dance and creative rhythmic movement for the facilita-

tion of growth and learning in children. Ruth Murray 

states that, 

Dance as an art, . is vi tal to the devel-
opment of the total individual. All of the arts 
provide ways in which man can bring shape and 
order to his fragmented and rapidly changing 
world. But dance provides a primary medium for 
expression involving the total self, not just a 
part, 1 

Body awareness, self-concepts, the creative thinking pro-

cess and the urge to move are all stimulated and improved 

through creative dance experiences . The dance educator's 

problem is to convince others of the importance of creative 

dance experiences and then to provide children with an 

opportunity to dance. 

Although the concept of dance in the elementary 

curriculum is becoming more widely spread, in 1971 the Task 

Force on Children's Dance found , in practice, evidence to 

the contrary. This report indicates that, at that time, 

1Ruth Lovell Murray, "A Statement of Belief," Chil
dren's Dance, Gladys Andrews Fleming, ed ., AAHPER, 197-3-,-
P. 5 . 

1 
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the status of dance was not as prominent as dance educators 

would like to think. Surveys revealed that the interpreta-

tion of "dance" in the elementary schools included a wide 

range of activities, from "roller skating" to "novelty 

dances ." 2 No clear-cut framework or design seemed to be 

established in the elementary curriculums. Programs for 

the upper grades (3-6) were limited, compared to the lower 

grades (K-2), and little emphasis was placed on creative 

activities. 3 Curriculum leaders at the elementary level 

did not seem to "have a clear-cut rationale or design in 

which rhythmic activity and dance [could] make their unique 

contributions to the total development of children." 4 

Therefore, it seems apparent that elementary children, their 

teachers and school administrators need to be educated re-

garding what dance is and to recognize its importance in 

personal growth . 

Bruce King, dance teacher , choreographer and consul-

tant for children's dance, recognizes that if dance is to be 

brought into the public schools as a form of education , the 

dance artist and the school administration must work closely 

2"Report of the Task Force on Children's Dance , 
Dance Division, AAHPER," by Gladys Andrews Fleming, Chair
person, JOHPER, June 1971, p. 15. 

3 Ibid. I p. 17. 

4Ibid., p. 18. 
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together to introduce the community to this idea. A first 

step is "exposure," which may be in the form of performances 

and/or demonstration lessons with children. King found that 

"children were the easiest group to reach. They like move-

ment and rhythm . . they will respond to dance much more 

readily than adults." 5 

Since the dance experts cited and many others agree 

that children will determine the future of the arts, 6 the 

present study is concerned with exposing and informing chil-

dren , rather than adults, about children's dance. 

Purpose of the Study 

To provide an educational experience for elementary 

school age children and to foster a greater understanding 

and appreciation of the nature of children's dance. 

Problem of the Study 

To create and present a lecture demonstration for 

elementary school age children which would demonstrate and 

explain the nature of children's dance. 

The subproblems of this study were as follows: 

Ssruce King, "Will education ever discover dance?," 
Dance Magazine 52 (February 1978): 81. 

6Margie Hanson, "The Right of Children to Experi
ences in Dance/Movement/Arts, JOHPER (September 1979): 42. 
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1. To determine the nature of children's dance and iden-

tify the most important objectives which might be 

achieved through a lecture demonstration 

2. To select and develop appropriate combinations of 

spoken words and movement that would effectively com-

municate the nature of children's dance to elementary 

school age children 

3. To present , for rehearsal and as a pilot study, the 

lecture demonstration to a selected group of children 

at the Texas Woman's University Child Care Center 

4. To present the completed lecture demonstration to two 

elementary schools , the Frank Borman Elementary School 

in Denton, Texas and the Sanger Elementary School i n 

Sanger, Texas. 

Definition of Terms 

ABA - "In dance or in music, A represents one theme, 

B another ; ABA being two contrasting themes followed by a 

repeat of the first. " 7 

Children's Dance - the exploration of moving in a 

"dance-like" way, with activities emphasizing body mastery 

and discipline in the dance elements of space, time and 

7Lois Ellfeldt, A Primer for Choreographers (Palo 
Alto : Mayfield Publishing Company, 1971), p . 95. 
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energy, and the expressive and imaginative capabilities of 

the child. 8 

A Dance - "movement put into rhythmic and spatial 

form, a succession of movements which starts, proceeds and 

finishes." This also includes "the simplest combination 

of movement phrases, say two, which a child puts together 

and performs." 9 

Dance Elements - interchangeably used with "move-

ment elements," the factors making up dance: exploring 

the use of the body, space, time and energy. 

Dance Storybook- a large book, 18" x 12", con-

structed from poster board by the choreographer, containing 

most of the script for the lecture demonstration. The 

dancers were then able to read or be prompted on their lines 

when explaining dance to Character #2. 

Dramatization - an act, process or product or re

writing or adapting for theatrical presentation.10 

Energy - the element of dance describing the quali-

ties with which the body moves; whether much force (strength 

BRuth Lovell Murray, Dance in Elementary Education, 
3rd edition (New York: Harper & Row, 1975) , p . 8. 

9 rbid., p . 7. 

lOwebster's Third World International Dictionary, 
1976. 
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or tension) or little force (light, weak, or soft) is used 

to execute a movement(s) .11 

Improvisation - exploring movement spontaneously, 

emphasis is "upon the quickness of response to the stimulus 

of the moment . . to develop something unrestrictedly new 

and original." 12 

Informal Stage Setting - an area, such as a gym-

nasium or multipurpose room, where the lecture demonstration 

will be performed, that allows the children to be close to 

and on the same level as the dancers. 

Lecture Demonstration - a method of teaching that 

incorporate s "the use of words and visual examples to 

illustrate concepts expressed" when informing an audience 

of a topic. 13 

Set-Choreography - a short dance. The sections in 

the lecture demonstration which were not de veloped f rom im-

provisation . Music , exact counts, spacing, et cetera were 

all used to create these short dances. 

Space - " the area 'in which' and ' through which' we 

move." Subelements of space include: directions (forward, 

llMurray , Dance in Elementary Education , p . 44. 

l2Aileene Lockhart and Ester E . Pease , Modern Dance, 
Building and Teaching Lessons (Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown, 
1977) ' p . 95. 

13Margaret M. Samuelian , "Guidelines for Effective 
Modern Dance Lecture-Demonstrations " (Ph.D. dissertation , 
University of Southern California , 1967) , p . 8. 
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backward, sideward), levels (high, middle, low), dimension 

or range (large, small, wide, tall, et cetera), focus and 

14 floor patterns (linear, curved, angular, etcetera, paths). 

Time - an element of dance describing how the body 

moves; either fast, slow or moderately through a period of 

time . 

Limitations 

This study was limited by the following: 

1. The cooperation of the administration, teachers and 

school children in grades K-6 of the selected schools 

for the presentation of this study 

2. The "stage space," or environment of the school in 

which the lecture demonstration was presented 

3. The ability of the dancers to adapt their movement 

styles , qualities and dramatic abilities for portray-

ing the choreographer's desired movement 

4. The selections of music taped for the lecture demonstra-

tion which affected the quality of the improvisations 

and the final choreographed product 

5. The lecture demonstration itself which was limited to 

30-45 minutes to conform to the public school's 

schedule and the short attention span of children 

14Gladys Andrews Fleming , Creative Rhythmic Move
ment , boys & girls dancing (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice
Hall , Inc. , 19 7 6) , p . 4 8 . 
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Delimitations 

This study was delimited as follows: 

1. An informal stage setting was used to achieve close 

contact with the audience 

2. The lecture demonstration was concerned with informing 

children only about dance, using terminology and images 

appropriate to their level 

3. The choreographer chose to focus on the following ob-

jectives while creating the lecture demonstration for 

children: 15 

a. To expand an awareness of movement and its resources 

by offering opportunities to visualize different 

ways of moving through the dance elements of time, 

space, and energy 

b. To increase aesthetic awareness by showing the ex-

pressive and imaginative potential of movement, as 

well as its physical and athletic aspects 

c. To enable the audience to see choreographed movement 

related to music and accompanying sounds 

d. To develop an awareness of movement as a form of 

communication 

15Gladys Andrews Fleming, ed., Dance Division Task 
Force: Children's Dance (Washington, D.C.: AAHPER Press, 
19 7 3 ) , pp . 6- 9 • 
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e. To realize what creativity means in relationship to 

children's dance and see how movement can be in

vented, discovered and explored in dance 

f. To facilitate an understanding of the potential for 

enjoyment through dance, rather than seeing it only 

in the light of the more traditional forms of 

ballet, modern, or jazz 

g. To contribute to the development of an appreciation 

of dance as an art form 

The remainder of this thesis includes the following: 

a discussion of literature related to this thesis, the pro

cedures involved in creating the lecture demonstration, a 

description of the work, an evaluation and critical analysis 

of the study, the findings of the study and conclusions 

drawn from the findings. The appendix includes the permis

sion form and informatory letter sent to the principals, 

evaluation form, script and photographs, to provide the 

reader with a greater understanding of this study. 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

In order to gain a better understanding of the 

lecture demonstration and children's dance, the following 

areas of literature were explored: children's dance, the 

lecture demonstration as a teaching aid, lecture demon

strations for children, and guidelines for creating lecture 

demonstrations. The following discussion of related liter

ature is divided into these four categories. 

Children's Dance 

What exactly is children's dance and its importance 

for education? Why should a study be aimed at children? 

In order to gain a better understanding of children's dance 

and to support the use of children for this study a survey 

of literature written on children's dance was made. The 

right of children to dance and the need for dance in educa

tion is clearly expressed in the many articles and books 

about children's dance. 

Most authorities recognize that children's dance 

must be different from the traditional forms of ballet, 

modern, jazz or folk dance. Ruth Murray says "a dance is 

10 
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movement put into rhythmic and spacial form, a succession 

of movements which starts, proceeds and finishes."l6 She 

clarifies this by stressing that even the simplest combina-

tion of movement phrases that a child might put together 

can legitimately be called a dance. Evelyn Wiseman agrees 

that a class geared toward performance, or learning rou-

tines developed by adults is very different from a true 

class in children's dance.l7 

Dance is one of the few art forms that encompasses 

all domains of learning and uniquely contributes to the 

child's physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual 

development. Many educators even feel that growth in the 

arts is fundamental to fully experience life, and stress 

its importance in education. 18 ' 19, 20 

No two individuals are alike or move in exactly the 

same way, even with a common source of motivation. Through 

dance experiences these differences are supported and 

16Murray, Dance in Elementary Education, p. 7. 

17 Evelyn D. Wiseman, "Process--Not Product, Guide-
lines for Adding Creative Dance to the Elementary School 
Curriculum," JOHPER (September 1979): 47. 

18Ruth Lovell Murray, "A Statement of Belief," Chil
dren's Dance, Gladys Andrews Fleming, ed., AAHPER, 1973,~. 

19Hanson, Right of Children to Experiences, p. 42. 

20Margaret N. H'Doubler, Dance: A Creative Art Ex
perience (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1966). 
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encouraged. Thus "a child's self-concept, his own identity 

and self-esteem are improved."21 

Dance also challenges the child to be intellectually 

curious, solve problems and engage in critical thinking. 

Therefore imaginative, inventive and expressive results are 

produced through exploration. 22 Physical strength, flexi-

bility, agility, balance, et cetera are also developed 

through dance activity.23 

In children's dance the elements of time, space, 

energy and the body (or one's self) become springboards to 

provide boys and girls with experiences "to create, express, 

explore the potential of one's body, and develop a sense of 

lf 11 24 se . The dance educator should assist children through 

movement experiences to: 25 

1. Realize their natural biological urges to ex
perience "primal patterns" of movement 

2. Develop an adequate degree of satisfaction and 
mastery of their body movements for their own 
pleasure, confidence and self-esteem 

21Murray, "A Statement of Belief," p. 5. 

22Ann Zirulnik and Jane F. Young, "Help Them 'Jump 
for Joy'," JOHPER (September 1979): 43. 

23Hanson, Right of Children to Experiences, p. 42. 

24 Ibid. 

25Fleming, Dance Division Task Force, pp. 6-9. 
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3. Expand their movement resources by offering 
many opportunities to explore, discover, in
vent and develop different ways of moving 

4. Increase their aesthetic sensitivity by empha
sizing the expressive and imaginative potential 
of their movements as well as the physical and 
athletic ones 

5. Develop an appreciation of dance as an art form, 
by relating it to appropriate experiences in 
music, literature, painting and sculpture 

6. Relate their movement effectively to accompany
ing sounds and/or music 

7. Participate with others in recreational folk 
and ethnic dances 

8. Create dances for themselves and others and, when 
ready, perform them for an audience 

"Unfortunately, because of the lack of movement 

education, the average person is kinesthetically unaware 

of movement as a source of self-awareness and well-being." 26 

To overcome this lack of awareness, Bruce King feels that 

steps must be taken to expose children, and the adults who 

control the education of children, to the importance of 

dance in education. 27 Margie Hanson also feels that chil-

dren, as participants in the arts in the future, also need 

to have experiences in dance to overcome this same aware

ness and help the arts to flourish. 28 

26H'Doubler, Dance: A Creative Art Experience, 
p. xxiii. 

27King, "Will education ever discover dance?," 
pp. 80-1. 

28 Hanson, Right of Children to Experiences, p. 42. 
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Value of the Lecture Demon
stratlon 1n Teach1ng Dance 

The lecture demonstration or demonstration-lesson 

has been widely used by dancers throughout the country to 

inform the general public about dance. However, is the 

use of the lecture demonstration an effective way to share 

dance with others? This section of related literature ex-

plores the value of the lecture demonstration as a means 

of teaching about dance. 

Margaret M. Samuelian probably has written the most 

extensive study on the dance lecture demonstration. Her 

doctoral dissertation involved setting up guidelines for 

creating a lecture demonstration and finding its value in 

teaching the nature of modern dance. Her conclusion that 

the lecture demonstration can be an effective tool for 

clarifying the nature of modern dance, if properly planned 

and produced, proved valuable for this study. 

The Committee of the National Section on Dance 

(now the National Dance Association of the American Alliance 

for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance), 

chaired by Margaret Duggar, recognized the value of the 

lecture demonstration in the article, "Improving Your Dance 

Program By Sharing With Others." Various types of programs 

29samuelian, Guidelines for Lecture-Demonstrations, 
p. 133. 
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are described in this article, but "the type of meeting 

chosen and the way in which it will be developed depend 

upon local conditions and needs." 30 The Committee suggests 

"a lecture followed or accompanied by a demonstration" or 

"a demonstration lesson in which a visiting expert teaches 

either a group of his own pupils or others brought in for 

the occasion" as effective ways to share dance with 

others. 31 The choreographic work in this study is, in a 

sense, a combination of these two methods. 

The Committee also suggests that lecturing about 

dance, accompanied or followed by a demonstration, "is 

usually more effective ... than just talk, as people want 

to see what is being talked about." The demonstration 

lesson is, therefore, an effective way to educate a com

munity or group of teachers about dance. 32 

Jerome Bruner, well-known educator, indicates that 

the use of dramatization is a valuable teaching aid. Drama-

tization or demonstrations help the student to identify more 

closely with a concept or phenomenon. The importance for a 

30committee from National Section of Dance," Improv
ing Your Dance Program by Sharing With Others," Margaret 
Duggar, Chairman, JOHPER 28 (February 1957): 44. 

3lrbid. 

32rbid. 
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successful dramatization, however, lies in the "drama-

creating" personality of the teacher.33 

Kelly Danford, of the Goodman School of Drama, and 

Elaine Campbell Smith agree that by involving and keeping 

the child interested through participation, the child will 

learn. Drama (and dance) encourages involvement through 

direct participation (improvisation, role playing, et 

cetera) or indirect participation.34 

Although Danford is writing about drama, he seems 

to sum up the investigator's purpose for creating the 

lecture demonstration described in this study. He feels 

that seeing a dramatization could: 

. . . repeat the idea usually attributed to 
Confucius about the one picture equaling a thou-
sand words .... I think seeing the representa-
tion of a[n] ... idea with actors in an 
authentic setting leaves youngsters with much 
more of an impression in their minds and a much 
stronger image in their memories than they 
would have were they just to read about it out 
of a book or to hear it told to them.35 

Lecture Demonstrations for Children 

Of primary importance was to find literature con

taining information about lecture demonstrations for 

33Jerome Bruner, The Process of Education (Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1960), pp. 82-3. 

34Elaine Campbell Smith, Introduction to "Drama and 
the Schools: A Symposium," Elementary English 49 (February 
1972) : 299. 

35Ellen Thro, "The Play's the Thing for Teaching 
Science," American Education 9 (November 1973): 25. 
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children. What should a lecture demonstration for children 

consist of? Are lecture demonstrations successful devices 

for presenting information to children? Unfortunately, 

relatively little literature ~could be found which addresses 

these questions specifically. 

Robert S. Fleming indicates that it is important to 

involve children in creative experiences with participation 

as the focal point for exploration. The educator (parent) 

should be available to the child to look and listen with an 

openness for acceptance. 36 In desiring to involve children 

in this lecture demonstration, the investigator took Robert 

Fleming's findings into consideration. 

Bruce King says in his article "Will education ever 

discover dance?," that exposure to dance is one of the 

first steps in educating children. However, he cautions 

that if a performance is to serve as a child's first intro-

duction to an art, 

. its purposes and devices need to be care
fully considered . . . a first experience with 
dance should be more than a history of ballet, a 
demonstration of steps and how they are put to
gether to make a dance. A lecture demonstration 
on a specific school of modern dance is another 
way one ... can go wrong.37 

36Robert S. Fleming, "Learning from Looking Within 
a Different Focus: Relating and Responding through the 
Arts," Childhood Education 48 (May 1972): 374-79. 

37King, "Will education ever discover dance?," 
p. 81. 
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For the public school setting, a performance generally 

needs to be informal and the children should be drawn into 

the magic of the performance. 

Children readily respond to movement, color and 

sound. These should all be artistically balanced on the 

level of the child in the lecture demonstration. The 

"devices" or images used in explaining concepts to children 

must be appropriately chosen. However, King cautions 

against devices that make young audiences "shriek hysteri

cally." This is not an aesthetic reaction and breaks the 

magical atmosphere that needs to be maintained throughout 

the perforrnance.38 

Ellen Thro's article "The Play's the Thing for 

Teaching Science," is indirectly related to this study, but 

many helpful inferences can be made. The Science Playhouse 

(a partnership between the Museum of Science and Industry 

and the Goodman Theatre, a professional Children's Theatre) 

addresses the question: Can the use of theatre be effec

tive in presenting scientific ideas to children? Since the 

answer to this question was found to be affirmative, then 

it was hoped that the same answer holds true in presenting 

ideas about dance, for in a sense the lecture demonstration 

prepared for this study was a "play" or dramatization. 

38 rbid. 
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The Science Playhouse gave four plays to approxi

mately 50,000 grade school and high school students within 

the 1972-73 school year. Teachers who took their students 

to the Science Playhouse were given guidelines to prepare 

students for what they were going to see and then were ex

pected to discuss with them afterwards what concepts they 

saw presented on stage. A questionnaire was filled out by 

the teachers following the performances regarding their re

actions and the reactions of their students. These evalua

tion results were compiled after one year and the Science 

Playhouse was able to conclude "yes, theatre can be used to 

present scientific ideas--provided a balance is maintained 

between entertainment and the principles meant to be im

pressed upon the youthful audience."39 

The reactions of the students and teachers from 

these findings of the Science Playhouse proved to be very 

helpful in considering material, length, and presentation 

for this study. A glossary, or some type of introduction, 

given to the teachers beforehand to prepare their students 

for what they were going to see, may have helped the stu

dents to retain more information. The length also seemed 

to be one of the largest elements in determining the success 

of a play . The attention span of the audience must be taken 

39Thro , "The Play ' s the Thing " p. 24. 
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into consideration, and the play had to be entertaining. "As 

a result, none of the plays really gets into much deep 

thinking science. Their purpose is to give awareness of the 

role of science, or an explanation. .. 40 Therefore, the 

investigator of this study chose to assimilate these findings 

into the preparation process for her lecture demonstration. 

Guidelines for Creating 
Lecture Demonstrations 

Special care must be taken in creating an effective 

lecture demonstration. Since many aspects must be taken 

into consideration, literature containing guidelines for 

choreographing a lecture demonstration was explored. Of 

the many books and articles surveyed three books and a 

slide presentation were found the most helpful. 

Margaret Samuelian's dissertation, "Guidelines for 

Effective Modern Dance Lecture-Demonstrations," is by far 
' . 

the most thorough. Her study not only clarifies the value 

of the lecture demonstration, but lists point by point cri-

teria found indispensible by a jury of experts for creating 

lecture demonstrations. 41 This dissertation proved to be 

i nvaluable for planning , presenting , and evaluating this 

study . 

40 rbid ., pp . 25-6. 

4lsamuelian, "Guidelines for Lecture-Demonstrations," 
pp . 119-29. 
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In "Mechanics & Materials of the Demonstration-

Lesson," Gertrude Lippincott provides a concise overview 

for presenting and planning demonstration-lessons. Al-

though her "demonstration-lesson" is basically a lesson 

explained by one teacher with students demonstrating, her 

article is very helpful in giving suggestions for overall 

planning of dance demonstrations. Her article also serves 

as a preliminary orientation for planning and organizing 

lecture demonstrations.42 

Elizabeth Hayes also briefly summarizes organiza-

tional procedures and stresses that precautions must be 

taken in planning the length of a lecture demonstration. 

Her summary of each of the dance elements, compared with 

the descriptions in literature on children's dance, proved 

beneficial in organizing material for the script in this 

study. 43 

The slide presentation Dance Is, created by the 

National Dance Association, provides a commendable intra-

duction to dance. This twelve minute presentation provides 

a panoramic view of the concepts involved in dance--its 

42Gertrude Lippincott, "Mechanics & Materials of 
the Demonstration-Lesson," JOHPER 32 (January 1961): 29-30+. 

43Elizabeth Hayes, Dance Composition & Production 
for High School and Colleges (New York: The Ronald Press 
Co. , 19 55) , pp. 15 2-5 8 . 
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many forms, cultural participation and involvement, and the 

degree of worldwide participation, along with clarifying 

what dance really is. Although the present choreographer 

did not wish to encompass all of these areas in her lecture 

demonstration, this slide presentation was helpful in 

deciding what material to include in the lecture 

d . 44 emonstrat1on. 

44Dance Is, by Araminta Little, Project Director, 
National Dance Association, slide presentation, 1978. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

Through surveying the available related literature 

and from personal experiences of the choreographer, a clear 

need for the use of dance in the education of children was 

discovered. The idea for creating the lecture demonstra

tion described in this study was conceived to help fulfill 

this need. A lecture demonstration seemed to be the most 

logical way to expose many children to children's dance, 

and might also encourage the children watching to learn 

more about dance. 

An alternative method considered was to teach a 

dance unit to selected groups of elementary school children. 

The investigator rejected this approach, however, because 

it would not allow many children to be exposed to the idea 

of dance. 

The following chapter outlines the procedures used 

in this study. Since many steps were done concurrently, 

the order of presentation does not represent the chronologi-

cal order. 

23 
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Preliminary Procedures 

After a survey of related literature was made and 

the feasibility of the choreographic idea discussed, the 

College of Education at Texas Woman's University was con-

sulted for suggestions as to which elementary schools might 

be receptive to a performance of this nature. The Associate 

Dean of the College of Education suggested appropriate pro-

cedures for contacting principals and suggested the inves-

tigator contact the principals of Frank Borman Elementary 

School and Woodrow Wilson Elementary School, both in 

Denton, Texas. The Texas Woman's University Child Care 

Center was also suggested for a rehearsal performance and 

pilot study. 

Both principals and the director of the Child Care 

Center were contacted by telephone in November 1979 and 

appointments were set to speak to them in person. The pur-

pose of these meetings was to present the idea of the 

lecture demonstration, the amount and type of space needed 

for performance, who might attend the performance, the 

feasibility of a student evaluation, and possible dates for 

the performance. Written permission to perform the lecture ~ 

demonstration was also obtained from the principals and 

submitted to the graduate school. 

The principal of Frank Borman was very willing to 

set up a performance date at the first meeting and 
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February 1, 1980 was reserved. This data was earlier than 

anticipated; however, the schedule of the school system 

had to be followed. 

Due to scheduling problems, for both the principal 

of Woodrow Wilson and the investigator, a performance date 

could not be established. The College of Education was re-

consulted and it was suggested that the principal of the 

Sanger Elementary School in Sanger, Texas, be contacted. 

He was contacted in mid-February, and was very receptive 

and enthusiastic about having the lecture demonstration 

performed for his students and agreed to schedule two per-

formances on March 12, 1980. 

The Texas Woman's University Child Care Center also 

readily agreed to have the lecture demonstration performed 

for the four, five and six year old children. The inves-

tigator and the director agreed to a performance on 

February 18, 1980. Since this was the second performance, 

it was not a rehearsal performance nor a pilot study as 

previously planned. 

Development of the Choreographic Idea 

After deciding a lecture demonstration was an effec-

tive approach to expose many children to dance and the pos-

sibility for performances feasible, the next step was to 

choose the most appropriate material to use for development. 
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Several approaches were considered and discussed. Possible 

approaches included: 1) differentiating between the dif

ferent traditional forms of dance (modern, jazz, tap, 

ballet, etcetera), 2) a short history of the origin of 

dance, 3) dance as an art form 4) dance as a profession, 

5) dance and its relation to sports, or 6) the elements of 

which dance is composed. 

After consultation with the thesis committee and 

further review of the related literature, the elements of 

dance seemed to be the most logical and appropriate theme 

for children to understand. This theme was developed 

specifically for children, with appropriate imagery and 

for their level of intelligence. 

From the survey of related literature, the dance 

elements of time, space and energy, plus approaches to dis

covering the movement potential of one's own body, were 

chosen as essential ingredients to develop an effective 

lecture demonstration for children. Many other components 

of dance were also considered for development. However, 

with a limited time period in which to sufficiently develop 

the themes above, these components were limited to: 1) the 

exploration of why one enjoys dancing; 2) dance as an art 

form which can be enjoyed by anyone; and 3) the creative 

challenges dance can offer. 
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After deciding what material should be included in 

the lecture demonstration, the method of presentation 

needed consideration. For example, should a narrator do 

all. the speaking and the dancers bring her images alive 

through movement in the background, or should the dancers 

have speaking parts also? 

The choreographer decided, in consultation with 

her chairman, that the best approach would be to give the 

dancers speaking parts. The development of movement "per

sonalities" or characters for each dancer would help create 

the informal atmosphere desired more effectively than one 

narrator. The idea of choreographing the lecture demon

stration in a manner similar to that of a dramatization and 

using movement personalities was discussed and determined 

feasible. To present the concepts desired a script was 

developed requiring dance movement and narration. 

Selection of Dancers 

Auditions for dancers to be selected for the 

choreographic Master of Arts thesis presentations were held 

on September 21, 1979. One male and five to six female 

dancers were desired for developing the lecture demonstra

tion. A total of six to seven dancers would allow for a 

variety of movement styles and physical appearances, but 

not too many people on stage. 
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The following criteria were considered in selecting 

dancers: 1) a variety of body types and physical appear

ances; 2) a variety of movement styles; 3) the ability to 

improvise; 4) the ability to vocalize clearly; 5) a high 

level of enthusiasm and energy; and 6) the potential for 

developing the different movement "personalities" desired. 

Two improvisational problems were used for audi-

tions. First, the dancers were read an excerpt from 

another lecture demonstration. This narration, based on 

the theme "Why Does Man Move?," 45 contains many different 

movement qualities and images for the dancers to respond 

to. Secondly, the movement song, "I Can Move"46 was taught 

to the dancers and each was asked to respond with a new 

body part and way of moving. 

The selection of dancers was made immediately fol-

lowing the auditions. Due to conflicts in schedules and 

acknowledging the possible need for understudies, ten 

female dancers were chosen and divided into two groups. 

Finally, because of illnesses and because some dancers were 

unable to fulfill the necessary obligations, both groups 

were combined and only seven dancers performed. 

45Maxine DeBruyn, "Why Does Man Move?," lecture 
demonstration, 1973. 

46Gladys Andrews Fleming, Creative Rhythmic Move
ment, boys and girls dancing (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1976), p. 167. 
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Since there were no male students attending audi

tions, a search for a male dancer began immediately. Three 

possible performers were found and each was approached with 

the idea of the lecture demonstration. Two responded 

eagerly and were given rehearsal schedules. When they 

understood the requirements of the roles, however, their 

confidence dwindled, however. Eventually one of the female 

dancers had to be placed in this role and appropriate re

visions in the choreography were made. 

Choreographic Development of the Dance 

The inspiration for the actual movement, script 

and improvisational sequences came from several sources: 

1) reading the ava~lable literature on children's dance; 

2) previous workshops and classes taken in children's 

dance; 3) personal experiences in teaching improvisation 

and children; 4) listening to selected music; 5) rehearsals 

based on improvisational problems planned beforehand; and 

6) the script itself. 

The first four rehearsals began with improvisa

tional experiences, focusing on the dance elements to be 

explored in the lecture demonstration. The body and how 

it moves, space, time and energy were all explored through 

specific improvisational problems. 
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The introduction and the song "I Can Move" were 

also developed in these first four rehearsals. The chore

ographer was able to establish a closer rapport through 

these rehearsals and began to develop more specific "move

ment personalities" for each of the dancers. By the last 

improvisational rehearsal, the other dance components of 

dance, creativity and why one enjoys dancing were discussed. 

After the improvisational rehearsals, the script 

became the primary impetus for choreography. Without much 

experience in theatre, this was one of the more difficult 

steps in the choreography. 

The first showing, which consisted of viewing the 

first ten minutes of the lecture demonstration, was 

scheduled for December 6, 1979. The thesis committee 

offered suggestions and recommendations to strengthen the 

dance work in relation to the purpose and problem. These 

suggestions were taken into account and incorporated into 

the dance work. 

Rehearsals resumed in January with the script dic

tating the choreographic development. Again, movement 

sequences were created from improvisational problems. The 

set choreography was developed after the improvisational 

sequences were completed and incorporated into the lecture 

demonstration's structure. 
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The second showing was held on January 27, 1980. 

Further suggestions were made and approval for the per

formance at Frank Borman Elementary School was granted. 

Rehearsals continued to incorporate the final suggestions 

of the thesis committee and to solve last minute chore

ographic problems. 

Selection of Accompaniment 

The primary source of accompaniment was the script 

itself and the dancers. However, short selections of music 

were used for the more structured sections of choreography. 

Many possibilities for music were considered. Clas

sical music and popular pieces that would be most familiar 

to children were examined more closely. Since the choreog

raphy requiring musical accompaniment was approximately 

three to four minutes in length, the music chosen had to be 

short or easy to cut. 

The variety of recordings was endless and it was 

difficult to narrow them down. From personal experiences 

and talking informally with other educators, it became 

apparent that recordings with a moog synthesizer seemed 

very popular with children. The moog synthesizer's ability 

to create varying intonations seems to hold the attention 

of children easily. Other considerations included "Peter 

and the Wolf" by Prokofiev, "The Hall of the Mountain King" 
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by Grieg, "The Nutcracker Suite" by Tschaikovsky, "Young 

Person's Guide to the Orchestra" by Benjamin Britten, Saint 

Saens "Carnival," "Popcorn" by Hot Butter, Sesame Street 

recordings and popular children's songs. 

After careful consideration, six recordings were 

chosen: two contrasting moog synthesizer pieces, "4, 3, 2, 

1" by Jean Jacques Perrey47 and Scarlatti's "Sonata in D 

Major" 48 played by Walter Carlos, "Popcorn" by Hot 

Butter , 49 the "Mickey Mouse March,"SO "Soft" by Chuck 

Magione,Sl and the "Maple Leaf Rag" by Scott Joplin52 be 

cause of their suggestion for desired movement possibili-

ties, their length and their ease of splicing. 

Costuming 

Costume designs were discussed with the committee 

chairman. A simple, versatile and colorful costume was 

47Jean Jacques Perrey, The Amazing New Electronic 
Po p Sound of Jean Jacques Perrey (Vanguard Recording 
Society, Inc.: New York), 1968. 

48walter Carlos, The Well-Tempered Synthesizer 
(Trans-Electronic Music Production, Inc.: New York). 

49 Hot Butter, 20 Original Hits of the 70's (TVP 
Records: Rahway, N.J.), 1977. 

50The All New Mickey Mouse Club (Disneyland Records: 
Burbank, Cal i f.), 1976. 

Slchuck Magione, Chase the Clouds Away (A&M Records, 
Inc ., Beverly Hills, Calif.), 1975. 

5 2scott Jop l i n, Pia no Rags by Scott Joplin, Joshua 
Rifkin , pianis t (None such Record s: Ne w York), 1970. 
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needed. ' Long-sleeved leotards of different styles and 

colors with black tights for uniformity seemed the most 

appropriate. Other costume pieces could then be added 

for further character development and enhancement of the 

set choreography. 

With such basic costume themes and having some 

previous knowledge of costume construction, the choreog-

rapher chose to handle the design and construction of 

costumes herself. Costumes belonging to the Texas Woman's 

University Dance Department were used wherever possible. 

Therefore, the construction and/or purchase of only a 

few costumes was necessary for the performance. 

Production 

The first production procedure was to schedule 

performance dates with Frank Borman Elementary School, 

the Sanger Elementary School and the Texas Woman's Uni-

versity Child Care Center. These procedures are described 

more thoroughly in the section entitled "Preliminary 

Procedures." 

Two weeks before the performance an informative 

letter about the lecture demonstration was sent to the 

principals. This letter briefly described the lecture 

demonstration, stated the space and props required, and 

the dates and times of the performances. The principals 
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were asked to prepare the teachers and students for what 

was going to be seen. 

Since the space was limited and the choreographer 

wished to keep the atmosphere informal, there was no 

publicity outside of the public schools for the lecture 

demonstration. A performance for invited guests, during 

the videotaping on March 10, 1980, was given. 

Due to the nature of the performance and the in

formal atmosphere desired, no other technical production 

procedures were necessary. Special lighting effects, 

publicity, managerial aspects, et cetera were not needed 

for these public school performances. A reel-to-reel 

tape deck was used during the performances for the re

corded music. To decrease the number of people traveling 

to the public schools, however, the choreographer operated 

the tape deck. 

On February 1, 1980, "Dance Is ... ?"was per

formed for approximately 750 children at the Frank Borman 

Elementary School. Two performances, one in the morning 

for the upper elementary children and one in the afternoon 

for the lower elementary children, were given. On 

February 18, 1980, "Dance Is ... ?" was performed for 

approximately twenty (20) four, five, and six year old chil

dren at the Texas Woman's University Child Care Center. 
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The final performance was at the Sanger Elementary School 

on March 12, 1980. Again, two performances, for the upper 

elementary and the lower elementary school children, were 

given in the afternoon. 



CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK 

The choreographer in this study proposed to provide 

an educational experience in dance for elementary school 

age children. A lecture demonstration was created, specif

ically for children, to help them understand the elements 

involved in children's dance, and was presented to two 

public schools and one child care center. The following 

chapter discusses the choreographic idea, script, char

acters, accompaniment, props, the work itself, the costumes 

and the production aspects involved in creating the lecture 

demonstration "Dance Is .•. ?." 

Choreographic Idea 

The main elements selected from children's dance to 

be explored as a basis for developing the lecture demonstra

tion were: 1) the body, 2) space, 3) time, 4) energy, 

5) why one likes to dance, 6) the creative aspect of dance, 

and 7) the fact that dance is not only an art form, but also 

a recreational activity that can be enjoyed by many 

individuals. 

To incorporate these elements, the lecture demon-

stration itself was divided into three main sections: 

36 
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1) the introduction, or why we dance; 2) what is dance?~ 

and 3) the conclusion. 

The rationale supporting the introduction was 

based on personal experiences of the choreographer while 

trying to involve children in an activity. When one child 

gets excited and involved, more children will follow and 

become interested in the activity also. Therefore, the 

choreographer had the dancers mark off their stage space 

very informally, through the use of movement, to arouse 

the curiosity of the audience and help them ease into the 

magic of the performance. After the stage space was 

created each of the characters was introduced through a 

series of arguments with Character #2,. the "disbelieving 

character," about why they enjoy dance. 

In the second and longest section, Character #2's 

question "Well, what is dance, anyway?" was answered. The 

dancers' task was to inform the audience and the "disbe

liever" about children's dance. Section two explored the 

following three areas: 1) "dance is finding out about 

me!"--one has a body that moves in many different ways; 

isolated ways of moving body parts and nonlocomotor move

ments are the primary emphasis of this section; 2) dance is 

moving freely through space with time and energy--each of 

these elements was explored separately, to the fullest ex

tent that time allowed; and 3) dance is expressing oneself 

or being creative. 
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The conclusion was basically a short review. Char

acter #2 reviewed what she had already learned and became 

convinced dance can be enjoyable. As part of the choreog

raphy for the finale the crepe paper that created the stage 

space was then removed as the dancers exit offstage. 

Script 

The script became a very important part of the 

lecture demonstration. The order of events, timing, the 

dancers' movements, and moods were all dictated by the 

script. "Dance Is .•• ?" was in a sense a short play about 

dance. All of the dancers had speaking parts and often 

moved and spoke simultaneously. 

Each of the characters memorized her lines for the 

introduction. Then the remainder of the script was put into 

a large "dance storybook," constructed by the choreographer, 

entitled "Dance Is ..• ?." The characters read about dance 

to Character #2 from this storybook, while their descrip

tions came alive through movement behind them. (A copy of 

the script may be found in the appendix of this thesis.) 

Description of Characters 

Children should not be led to believe that everyone 

moves/dances alike or looks alike. Therefore, the investi

gator chose to show many movement styles and body types in 
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the lecture demonstration. In addition, the following 

movement characters were developed to help show these 

differences. 

Character #1 

Character #1 acted as a lead narrator for most of 

the lecture demonstration. She had the speaking and dra

matic abilities necessary for maintaining the lecture 

demonstration's continuity and for introducing the group. 

She also prompted the dancers for their movement sequences; 

helped maintain the informal, spontaneous atmosphere de

sired; and was aware of the importance of pacing the lecture 

demonstration in response to the audience's reactions. Al

though Character #1 had many responsibilities, she did not 

dominate the presentation. 

Character #2 

Originally Character #2 was to have been a male. 

Since the original dancer was unable to perform, the char

acter became a "tomboy" figure instead. Character #2 was 

the "disbelieving character." She did not especially like 

dance and would have much rather played baseball. However, 

she also did not know anything about dance and became more 

curious throughout the lecture demonstration as the 

dancers demonstrated and explained to her what dance is 

about. 
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Character #2 was also a character the children, 

especially the boys, could identify with. She had precon

ceived notions about dance, yet an element of curiosity. 

As she became more and more involved learning about dance, 

the choreographer intended that the audience would also. 

Character #2 also had good dramatic ability and was able 

to assist in pacing the lecture demonstration according to 

the audience's reactions. 

Character #3 

Character #3 was the happy, energetic, almost over

anxious dancer of the group. She always wanted to be the 

center of attention or to explain something. Character #3 

was inspired by the Peanuts character, Snoopy, when he 

dances. 

Character #4 

Strong moving and very athletic, Character #4 was 

another character for the boys to identify with. Her 

strong lines, high jumps and leaps were designed to leave 

the audience with a feeling of awe. Character #4 was one 

of the taller, more muscular dancers in the group. 

Character #5 

Character #5 was developed to contrast with #4. 

Her lyrical graceful movements suggested a beautiful 
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ballerina. She expressed herself in flowing circular 

patterns. 

Character #6 

Character #6 was on the opposite end of the energy 

spectrum from Character #3. She was almost lifeless an~ 

moved as if in a dream. The concept of Doris Humphrey's 

"fall & recovery" or rebounding motions were her primary 

movement style. 

These were the main characters developed in the 

introduction of "Dance Is .•. ?." Two to three other 

dancers were used in the performance as minor characters. 

Their primary involvement, however, was that of dancing. 

Accompaniment 

The primary accompaniment was provided by the 

dancers themselves, using words, singing and sounds. Only 

the set-choreography involved accompaniment of selected 

musical recordings. The sections which needed recorded 

music were: 1) the introduction, 2) the "nonlocomotor 

movement" dance, 3) the "elastics dance," 4) the section on 

energy, and 6) the conclusion of the lecture demonstration. 

A snappy moog synthesizer piece entitled "Four, 

Three, Two, One" by Jean Jacques Perrey was selected for the 

introduction. The periodic count down of "four, three, two, 
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one" helped to focus the attention of the audience and the 

dancers to the task at hand. This countdown was followed 

by a catchy melodic line on the synthesizer which comple

mented the feeling of alertness or preparation to begin 

something, which the dancers used to mark off their stage 

space. 

"Popcorn" by Hot Butter was chosen to accompany the 

dance demonstrating several of the nonlocomotor movements. 

Its bouncing rhythm, like popcorn popping, in the first 

section fit nicely with bouncing and shaking movements, 

while the middle section became more lyrical and lent itself 

to bending, stretching and twisting. To complete its ABA 

form the music from the beginning is repeated and swinging; 

pushing and pulling movements were then executed. 

The "elastics dance" lent itself nicely to the 

bouncing moog synthesizer of Walter Carlos playing Scar

latti's "Sonata in D Major." The tempo variations and 

pauses between phrases added to the ease of creating the 

many shapes and designs a body elastic can form in space. 

To introduce the section of time and rhythm the 

"Mickey Mouse March" (or the theme song from "Mickey Mouse") 

was recorded at variable speeds. The same movement se

quence was performed very fast, slow and at a moderate tempo 

to correspond to the recorded tempos of 45, 16 and 33. Thus 
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the change in quality, created by performing the same move

ment at different tempos, could be seen. The "Mickey Mouse 

March" was used to portray this difference because of its 

familiarity among children and its association with a game 

the choreographer used to play as a child. When a record 

was put on the wrong tempo, especially too fast, it sug

gested very frantic movement. 

The introduction of Chuck Magione's jazz composi

tion "Soft" was selected to help depict the lighter amounts 

of energy (force) used in dance. The dancers were able to 

present images of clouds floating through the sky, butter

flies, dreaming and moving softly without much energy to 

this lyrical, delicately played flute introduction. 

To portray the stronger element of energy, accom

panying vocal sounds were made by the dancers to demonstrate 

"the strength needed to push through peanut butter, be 

pulled by a magnet, lift someone, and jump or leap with 

much energy." 

The conclusion of the lecture demonstration was 

accompanied by Scott Joplin's "Maple Leaf Rag" on piano. 

The bright ragtime rhythms of this piano piece assisted 

the dancers in removing their "stage space" with enthusi

astic and spirited movements. 
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Props 

A variety of props was used to aid the dancers in 

their explanation of children's dance. The use of props 

helped to illustrate particular points and further focus 

the audience's attention on matters of importance. The 

props used in "Dance Is ... ?" included: crepe paper to 

create the stage space; a rubber baseball for Character #2; 

a kazoo for the "funeral procession;" a whistle and fire

man's hat for the section about different movement direc

tions; large 36" x 24" cards depicting body parts (an ear, 

eye, nose and fingers) for the song "I Can Move;" body 

elastics (long pieces of one half inch elastic tied so it 

will stretch between both hands and feet) for the "elas

tics dance;" a piano bench for the characters reading to 

Character #2 from the "dance storybook" to sit on; and the 

"dance storybook" (a large book constructed by the choreog

rapher containing most of the script) . A more precise 

description of the exact use for each of the props can be 

found within the script in the appendix of this thesis. 

Choreographic Description 

"Dance Is ... ?" begins with Character #2 casually 

tossing a baseball in the air. The second she turns stage 

right a stream of crepe paper from the opposite corner is 

tossed center stage. Another dancer rushes out, retrieves 
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it and gently begins to play with the crepe paper--circling 

and finding what designs it can make. Character #2 becomes 

vaguely intrigued as she watches the dancer toss the crepe 

paper to the other dancers off stage. This is the cue for 

the other dancers to begin. 

The music starts and the other dancers enter, mark

ing off their stage space from the upstage left corner. 

Movement images such as walking a tightrope, balancing on 

a balance beam, a circus, helping one another, an exciting 

event or wheelbarrels are used to roll out the crepe paper 

into the 22' x 25' square space used. An atmosphere of 

excitement and anticipation is maintained. At this point 

the dancers are not aware that they have an audience. Char

acter #2 gets drawn up into the excitement and joins the 

group. 

After completing their task, one dancer sneaks away 

from the group. As she creeps closer downstage, she makes 

the discovery that an audience is watching them. She 

anxiously calls everyone to front center stage and they all 

focus on the boys and girls, with large eyes and open 

mouths. The audience is scanned in unison and everyone 

jumps back in amazement, anxious to tell the audience their 

purpose for coming that day. 

A game similar to "Rock, Scissors, Paper" is played 

to see who will speak first. Character #1 wins, by 
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cheating, and holds up ten fingers on the last round. She 

proudly steps downstage left, introduces the group to the 

boys and girls and tells them their purpose for corning. 

Meanwhile, the group forms the letters "T," "W," and "U" 

and shouts "TWU" behind her to let the audience know they 

are from Texas Woman's University. 

Character #3 then begins the establishment of the 

"characters" and gives suggestions for why one likes to 

dance. She sneaks forward, interrupting Character #1, and 

announces why she enjoys dancing. Each character accom

panies her reason with movement, while Character #2 always 

retaliates with "something better" to do besides dance. 

Character #2 nearly seems victorious in her reason

ing, until #6 asks if she can think of a time when man is 

not moving. At this point Characters #2 and #6 invite the 

audience to help Character #2 discover that man moves all 

the time, unless he's dead. Character #6 promptly collapses 

on the spot and is carried off in a grand funeral procession 

accompanied by one of the dancers playing a kazoo. 

Character #2 becomes intrigued at this point and 

asks #1 "What is dance anyway?" The explanation begins. 

All of the dancers enter single file from upstage 

left. With one hand on the hip of the dancer in front and 

sharply swinging the other, they strut to the front of the 
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stage forming a straight line humming "I Can Move." They 

sing "I can move my shoulders--hands--whole body." The 

audience is then asked to sing along. Large pictures of 

an eye, fingers, nose and an ear help the children dis

tinguish body parts to sing about. Each prop is carried 

by a dancer across the stage at the appropriate times. 

In the same stage area, the dancers begin to talk 

about the nonlocomotor movements bending, stretching, 

twisting, bouncing, shaking and swinging. The movement 

image of "shake like jelly" brings them to stage right and 

swinging movements are used as a transition into the "non-

locomotor movement" dance to the music "Popcorn." 

"The nonlocomotor movement" dance begins with four 

dancers entering center stage right in a small circle. The 

image of a ball bouncing brings them center stage as a unit. 

X 
>< X 

)( 

Bouncing, shaking and bending movements are used throughout 

the first section of music. During the second, more lyri

cal section, stretching movements are used. The two dancers 

center stage stretch to a low second position as the circle 

spreads to a diamond shape. A fifth dancer enters with 

long extended walking steps from upstage left and a two, 
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two, one grouping is established. As the music repeats 

X X 
X X 

X 
section A, the dancers use simple swinging movements of the 

arms and legs to complete the dance. The "nonlocomotor" 

dance is very basic and simple and is used to illustrate 

one way to combine only nonlocomotor movements. 

From this point on the "dance storybook" is used to 

help the dancers with the script. Characters #1 and #2 sit 

on a piano bench downstage right, holding the storybook, 

while the dancers move in the visible space to the left of 

them. 

The first topic in the storybook is space, or where 

the dancer moves. Character #2 asks "What is space?," and 

before #1 can answer, Character #3 buzzes out, like a space-

ship, from behind them and excitedly announces that space 

is where spaceships go. Character #1 becomes annoyed, but 

uses her image to clarify the size of the dancers' space. 

Four dancers enter the stage space from all corners to 

demonstrate moving through general space, personal space, 

levels, shapes, locomotor movements, focus and directions. 

Their movement sequences are improvised within specific 

limitations. 

The use of space, in making shapes, levels and pat-

terns, is further developed in the "elastics dance." Four 
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dancers create a happy, playful mood. Two enter from stage 

right and one from stage left, using long stretching steps 

with the elastic to center stage. The tallest dancer 

stretches into a rectangular shape, the second dancer moves 

stage right into a triangular shape at a middle level, and 

the third stretches into a low horizontal arabesque. This 

threesome holds their positions until the third musical 

pause. Meanwhile, a fourth dancer enters from downstage 

right with skipping steps. She skips around the trio, 

pausing at each dancer to joyfully bounce the elastic, with 

her extended arms, as if greeting them. By the second 

musical pause she has joined the trio, shaping her triangle 

into the front, center stage space. 

Following the pause the dancers break into pairs. 

The two outside dancers move simultaneously to stage right 

and left with two percussive "clockwork" steps, turn and 

move downstage. They slowly lower to the floor and begin 

their exploration of shapes. Meanwhile, the other two 

dancers join hands, each creating a diamond, and spin. The 

dancers exchange partners just prior to the sharp cutting 
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tones in the music. On stage left the dancers face one 

another, hands grasped, forming two long triangles. They 

turn and travel stage left with scooting steps, while the 

other two dancers jump, stretching their elastics joyously. 

By the final pause in the music the dancers have formed a 

diagonal, splitting center stage. Rocking movements from 

side to side with the elastic stretched to its fullest, are 

alternated between the dancers. As the music diminishes 

they then turn and form a circle of geometric triangles. 

Bridging the transition into the section of time and 

rhythm the "elastic" dancers walk off with straight, precise 

steps in the rhythm of a clock. Character #4 replaces 

Character #1 to tell #2 about rhythm from the storybook as 

six dancers move in response to her descriptions in the 

background. 

The first two dancers enter upstage right with 

marching steps, an arabesque and a turn, at a very fast 

tempo to the "Mickey Mouse Club Theme Song" (recorded 
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speed = 45 rpm) . The next dancer enters downstage left 

doing the same movement very slowly (recorded speed = 

16 rpm). The last two dancers enter upstage right, danc

ing the same movement at a moderate tempo (recorded speed = 

33 rpm) ~ All the dancers freeze upon completing their 

sequence. 

)( 

X X X 

(/ X 

Movement images from the script dictate the 

dancers' next movements. The dancer downstage right shows 

the movement of a "heartbeat," center stage the dancers 

"sway like trees" and the upstage dancers "pop like pop-

corn," to illustrate that rhythm can be found in many every-

day occurrences. 

The audience is then asked to participate with the 

dancers to find the rhythm of their hearts. They are all 

asked to clap Character #2's rhythm, as the dancers move 

approximately twenty counts with them. The two dancers 

center stage stay in place and create shapes by rhythmically 

moving body parts, while the other dancers move through 

general space. These movements, along with the movements 

in the next section on accents, are improvised within a set 

structure. 
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To depict accented movement each of the dancers was 

assigned a specific body part to accent. The two upstage 

dancers and the dancer downstage remain stationary, accent

ing with their arms and head, while the two dancers center 

stage travel, accenting their motions with their legs. 

These two dancers control the length of improvisation. 

When they return to their original position Character #2 

stops the audience's accompaniment of clapping. 

Character #2 leads the dancers into the next sec

tion about energy. She asks, "Is there anything else to 

dance?," and Character #6 begins to tell her about energy. 

The section on energy uses two short, contrasting choreo

graphed pieces to demonstrate the use of a small amount of 

energy or force, and a great deal of energy. 

The use of slight energy (force) is shown through 

many turning, flowing and lyrical movements to Chuck 

Magione's "Soft." Three dancers, with soft flowing skirts, 

enter one at a time from the upstage corners, gracefully 

turn center stage and exit to the opposite corner. They 

re-enter, one at a time, moving as if they are gently light

ing on an imaginary flower as a "butterfly ... The dancer 

farthest stage left turns away at the highest peak of their 

11 Wings" and begins to move like a "cloud gently turning in 

the sky." The other two dancers follow this sequence, 
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while the first dancer has travelled downstage right to 

begin "dreaming." A swaying motion, side to side, is used, 

while the hands, palms together as if a pillow, alternate 

also. Each dancer then flows gently to the upstage right 

corner for the final pose. 

To contrast this soft, flowing amount of energy, 

two dancers, moving strongly, step up to show their 

strength. On opposite ends of the stage they push and move 

towards one another showing the energy necessary to move 

through thick peanut butter. They meet center stage, as if 

a "magnet" has pulled them on a semicircular path until 

they are back to back in a frenzy. The magnet image 

relaxes as they collapse, but the sequence is repeated as 

the magnet becomes stronger. Jumping and leaping movements 

take the d~ncers off stage left, only to re-enter as if 

they are a "burning firecracker," which moves toward center 

stage and explodes. For their finale one dancer lifts the 

other and they exit stage right flexing their muscles. 

By this point Character #2 has discovered that not 

everyone likes to move in the same way. To further illus

trate this point, the dancers move "as if" prompted by an 

image special to them. Improvisations of moving like a 

balloon, a motorcycle, an octopus, a laugh, and wiggling 

spaghetti are demonstrated by individual dancers in this 

section. 
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Character #1 then begins to conclude the lecture 

demonstration by asking #2 if she now understands what dance 

is. Character #2 briefly reviews each section as the 

dancers move in response to her descriptions. The four 

dancers from the section on space return to their original 

places performing stretching, bending, shaking and bouncing 

movements. Character #3 buzzes through them to differen

tiate between the dancers' space and outer space. To re

view rhythm, all the dancers form a machine center stage. 

Their moving parts and sounds become faster and faster, 

until the machine breaks down, its energy supply exhausted. 

Character #1 talks about creativity and #2 concludes the 

lecture demonstration by saying she hopes her audience has 

learned more about dance. 

The dancers jump up, small groups at a time, 

enthusiastically go to the downstage left corner and begin 

to take up the crepe paper. They return to their original 

upstage left corner keeping time to the "Maple Leaf Rag" 

to close the lecture demonstration. 

Costume Description 

The dancers' basic costume consisted of long 

sleeved leotards, either pink, green~ light blue, red, 

lavender, turquoise or yellow, with black tights on the 

outside. Each dancer then had special "additions" to be 
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worn on top of this basic costume to help establish her 

movement character. At certain points throughout the 

lecture demonstration these "additions" were removed or 

added, depending on the nature of the movement to be ex

pressed or to give a sense of uniformity. 

Character #1 wore a red turtleneck leotard with 

black tights. A short, black and white striped skirt with 

suspenders went over her leotard. The skirt was also 

designed with two pockets, enabling her to carry some of 

her accessory props in them. Her hair was braided into 

two pigtails, placed high above the ears, to make her stand 

out from the others. Character #1 did not have enough time 

to change and remained in this costume throughout the piece. 

The "baseball player," Character #2, wore a baseball 

cap, a Texas Woman's University football jersey, bluejeans 

and tennis shoes to give the image of a "tomboy." Her hair 

was pulled back into a short ponytail underneath her cap. 

A bright yellow leotard with suspenders and multi

colored leg warmers assisted Character #3 with her energetic, 

overanxious character. She wore her hair in pigtails 

wrapped with colored yarn and rolled into buns on each side 

of her head. A green baseball cap, with an oversized brim, 

topped Character #3's costume. 

Character #4 depicted strong energy throughout the 

lecture demonstration in a light green V-neck leotard and 
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black suspenders to accent her black tights. Her medium 

length, curly hair was secured behind her ears with clips. 

With a flowing lyrical grace, Character #5 por

trayed the image of a ballerina in her pink leotard and 

chiffon skirt. Her hair was pulled back into a bun and 

accented by pink flowers. 

To portray listlessness and moving without much 

energy, Character #6 was clothed in a baggy pair of white 

overalls over a turquoise leotard. Her yellow hat, with the 

brim upturned, covered her braided ponytail. 

Many of the characters removed their "overclothing" 

before the song "I Can Move" began. Therefore, the majority 

of the lecture demonstration was performed in the colored 

leotards and black tights. The dancers who did not have 

specific character assignments wore the leotard and black 

tights with suspenders throughout the whole lecture 

demonstration. 

The only section where a costume change was re

quired was "Soft," the dance illustrating the use of little 

force or energy in movement. Pastel chiffon skirts were 

put on over the existing costume of the three dancers in

volved, to enhance the light and flowing quality desired. 
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Production 

"Dance Is ... ?" was performed for two elementary 

schools and one child care center for a total of five show

ings. For all of the performances the boys and girls filed 

into their multipurpose room and were seated on the floor. 

Either the choreographer or the principal gave a short 

introductory and closing speech to the audience. 

During the first performance, at the Frank Borman 

Elementary School, the principal suggested we use their 

small stage to aid in visibility. The choreographer took 

his suggestion; as a result, however, the informal atmos

phere the choreographer had hoped for was not achieved. 

During the remaining performances, when the multipurpose 

room floor was used, the desired atmosphere was created 

more successfully. These successes may have also been due 

to the dancers feeling more comfortable with performing or 

to the age or maturity level of the audience. 

Each audience was very receptive to the performance 

of the lecture demonstration. The younger children were 

especially responsive, and particularly seemed to enjoy the 

section on rhythms and Character #2. The reaction of the 

audiences suggest that "Dance Is .?" was successful in 

creating some interest in dance among these boys and girls. 



CHAPTER V 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 

The choreographer began an analysis of the lecture 

demonstration while in the rehearsal process. Many crucial 

points became apparent before the actual performance. 

One of the greatest difficulties was the scheduling 

of rehearsal time. The choreographer had intended to use 

six to seven dancers. However, after reviewing the dancers' 

schedules, the best plan seemed to be having· two groups of 

five dancers each. One group could then be used as under

studies, perform for a different age group or assist with 

the technical aspects of the production. 

At first this idea worked well, until some of the 

dancers became involved in rehearsals for more immediate 

performances, and eventually had to drop out of the produc

tion. Both groups were then combined. Finally, due to the 

same conflicts, the choreographer had to use the remaining 

available dancers to complete the choreography. This 

method did not always allow for the most appropriate match 

of individual dancing ability to the movement combinations 

desired. 
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Another difficulty was the .use of improvisation in 

the choreographic process. The choreographer had intended 

to develop several short sections in the lecture demonstra

tion from improvisation. Because of the dancers' lack of 

experience in improvisation, a great deal of rehearsal time 

had to be spent working on movement problems that would 

assist the dancers in feeling more comfortable with this 

technique. 

The use of improvisation in performance was also 

not as successful as anticipated. The choreographer did 

not reconsider using improvisation because of the sponta

neity and flexibility needed in performing for children. 

Again, due to the lack of experience of the dancers, some

times the movement tended to be not as distinct or defined 

in performance as desired. The difference between the 

first and last performances showed great improvement, 

however. 

Some of the dancers had a difficult time integrating 

dance movement and speaking when developing their movement 

characters. Assistance from a drama expert would have 

eased this development for both the dancers and the chore

ographer. Unfortunately, due to lack of time, it was not 

possible to arrange for this type of assistance. Char

acters #1 and #2 had strong dramatic ability and were able 
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to help the other dancers and effectively maintain proper 

pacing for the lecture demonstration. 

Character #2 was a great set-back in the scheduling 

of rehearsals and the choreographic process. Originally 

this character was to have been a male. A male dancer was 

important to give the boys in the audience a masculine 

figure to identify with. Due to various conflicts, how

ever, the choreographer had to switch one of the female 

dancers to this role. 

The scheduling of performances presented another 

problem. Dates, already scheduled for events, at both 

Texas Woman's University and the public schools conflicted 

with the desired dates for performing the lecture demonstra

tion. Originally the first performance was to have been at 

the Texas Woman's University Child Care Center sometime 

during the second week of February as a pilot study and 

rehearsal performance. However, to coincide with the Frank 

Borman Elementary School schedule, the first performance 

was February 1, 1980, two weeks earlier than anticipated. 

The schedules of the choreographer and the principal 

of the second elementary school also did not seem to coin

cide. Dates were set, but contact with the principal could 

not be made to verify them. At the last minute, another 

school was chosen for the final performance. Fortunately, 
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the principal of this school allowed the choreographer to 

set her own times and date for the performance. 

The high energy level needed for performance also 

presented another difficulty. Without anyone to perform 

for, and especially children, it was difficult to achieve 

a high morale among the dancers during rehearsals. Many 

of the dancers had never performed for children and could 

not imagine their reactions, nor the amount of energy 

needed for performance. Consequently, by the time of the 

first performance many of the dancers had forgotten which 

parts of the lecture demonstration were humorous or 

serious. Fortunately, during the first performance the 

energy level needed expanded as both the dancers and the 

audience warmed up to each other. 

The most disappointing development, however, was 

the "nonlocomotor movement" dance to the music "Popcorn." 

The choreographer had intended to effectively show one way 

all the nonlocomotor movements could be combined into a 

short dance. The dance which may be seen on the videotape 

is basically a skeleton of the choreographer's intention. 

Much more variety in levels, canon, relationships and 

polished movement should be incorporated. This section was 

also the least rehearsed. However, the music was very 

appropriate for children so the piece was kept. 
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Lastly, upgrading the quality of the videotape of 

"Dance Is ... ?" would further the educational value of this 

study. The available black and white videotape serves its 

purpose sufficiently for reconstructing the lecture demon-

stration. However, in an age where children are exposed to 

color television, computers and rapidly changing technology, 

children would benefit more from viewing a color videotape 

if an actual performance were not possible. Some of the 

characters are difficult to identify without seeing a color-

ful costume and important relationships are missed without 

the color-schemes created by the dancers' placement on stage. 

The dancers' facial expressions are also vague so important 

cues and some of the humor in the lecture demonstration is 

lost. A color videotape would aid in resolving these 

discrepancies. 

Evaluation 

The thesis committee evaluated "Dance Is ... ?" with 

a form adapted from the evaluation questions in Jacqueline 

Smith's book Dance Composition51 and Margaret Samuelian's 

. . 52 
"indispensible criteria" for lecture demonstrat1ons. 

51Jacqueline M. Smith, Dance Composition, a practi
cal guide for teachers (Surrey: Lepus Boos, Unw1n Brothers, 
Ltd., 1976), pp. 92-99. 

52samuelian, "Guidelines for Lecture-Demonstrations," 
pp. 119-29. 
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Their responses were compiled and analyzed to determine the 

artistic and educational merit of the lecture demonstra

tion. Some of the members of the audience also voluntarily 

sent drawings to the investigator depicting what they en

joyed most about the lecture demonstration. From these 

responses the investigatdr was able to gain a perspective 

on the strengths and/weaknesses of the lecture demonstration 

and insights into possible revisions for future performances. 

The evaluation by the thesis committee suggested 

that the choreographic idea for the lecture demonstration 

was sound and the educational intent valid. Most sections 

within themselves were strong, but transitions between them 

were the weakest point choreographically. Another weak 

point was meeting the two previously stated objectives: to 

develop an appreciation for dance as an art form and to see 

choreographed movement related to music and/or accompanying 

sounds. One committee member also suggested that a re

hearsal with a drama expert would have been helpful in 

development of the "movement personalities." 

The investigator felt the thesis committee was very 

helpful and unbiased in its evaluation of "Dance 

Is ... ?." When reconstructing the lecture demonstration 

the choreographer will take these suggestions into account. 

She intends to be even more specific when setting the 
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improvisational sections, so the dancers will achieve more 

defined movement. The set-choreography should also be a 

little longer to develop a greater appreciation of seeing 

dance as an art form. Rethinking some of the transitions 

for beginning and completing these dances would also facili

tate the meeting of this objective. 

Some of the drawings the choreographer received 

from audience members suggested partiality to certain sec

tions of the lecture demonstration. Characters #1 and #2 

were shown the most often and "pushing through peanut 

butter," "the elastics dance," or "being pulled by a 

magnet" were the next most shown. Surprisingly, everything 

from the lecture demonstration was depicted at least once. 

These drawings suggest that "Dance Is ... ?" was successful 

in creating some impact upon the audience. 

The responses from both the thesis committee and 

the audience suggest that the lecture demonstration was 

successful in fulfilling its purpose. The choreographer 

felt the lecture demonstration successfully accomplished 

its educational intent; however, the choreography was not 

fully completed to her satisfaction. The script, props and 

each section within itself were strong, but the transitions 

between them could have been smoother. The introduction 

and conclusion held the highest energy level in performance. 
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Also, more rehearsals and assistance from a drama expert 

would have helped the dancers in developing their "move

ment characters." These problems became more apparent by 

comparing the first performance with the last, when the 

dancers were more comfortable. 



CHAPTER VI 

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this study was to provide an educa

tional experience while fostering a greater understanding 

of children's dance. The specific problem chosen to 

achieve this purpose was to create and present a lecture 

demonstration for elementary school age children in order 

to explain and demonstrate the nature of children's dance. 

Findings 

This choreographic study was beneficial to the 

investigator in many ways. It ·identified individual 

strengths and weaknesses in the investigator's choreography, 

and provided a framework for future endeavors in choreog

raphy for children in the public school system. 

The choreographer recognized the following strengths 

in the choreography: 1) the choreographic idea and its edu

cational intent; 2) the individual sections of movement 

explaining the dance elements; and 3) the use of the script 

and props throughout the lecture demonstration. 

The weaknesses recognized by the choreographer were 

as follows: 1) the lack of smooth transitions between each 
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section; 2) an unclear definition and polish of the impro

visational movement in performance; 3) the full development 

of movement sequences for each character; and 4) meeting 

the previously stated objective of having the audience 

view dance as an art form. 

Conclusions 

The choreographer concluded that the problem of 

this thesis was solved satisfactorily and the purpose 

achieved on the basis of the thesis committee evaluations 

and her personal critical analysis. From the reaction of 

the audience, the choreographer also concluded that the 

lecture demonstration in this study was an effective means 

of providing an educational experience in dance for elemen-

tary school age children. 

The production of this thesis benefited the chore

ographer in gaining greater knowledge of the choreographic 

process, the public school system and children's dance. 

It also allowed the children in Denton and Sanger, Texas 

to be exposed to some of the opportunities dance has to 

offer. The choreographer is optimistic that some of these 

children were encouraged to learn more about dance. 

The successful performances of this lecture demon

stration suggest that children are eager to learn more about 
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movement and dance. The choreographer intends to educate 

more young people by reconstucting "Dance Is ... ?" and 

make it available for performance in other elementary 

schools. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

In reflecting on the successful performances of 

"Dance Is .•. ?" the investigator strongly urges that 

more studies involving dance and children be undertaken. 

The investigator recommends: 

1. Creating a lecture demonstration for children 

with more audience participation 

2. Creating a lecture demonstration exploring 

some of the other components of dance 

3. Creating a lecture demonstration relating dance 

and athletics, especially for young boys 

4. Creating a choreographic work specifically for 

a young audience 

5. Choreographic studies incorporating children's 

dance and some aspect of the elementary school 

curriculum (math, science, language arts, 

et cetera) 



APPENDIX 



To: The Graduate School 
Texas Woman's University 
Denton, Texas 
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I have spoken with Ms. Julie Raabe about the performance 

of her demonstration "Dance Is .•. ?" for her master's 

thesis proposal. I agree to having two performances at 

the , one for 

the fourth through sixth grades and one for the kinder-

garten through third grades. 

Principal 

School 



"Dance Is. • . ?" 
A Lecture Demonstration for Children 

Choreographed by Julie Raabe 

Performance 

Wednesday, March 12 
1:30 and 2:15 

Sanger Elementary 

"Dance Is ••• ?" sums up for children in 30-40 minutes what dance 
is all about. Each of the nine dancers involved have a different 
"movement character" to help the children see many different ways of 
moving. We will explore why we like to dance, moving through space, 
moving to rhythms, using energy and being creative while dancing. 
Also at times we will ask the children to help us answer questions, 
move small body parts (i.e., fingers, eyes) with us, or to clap rhythms 
for us to move to. We hope everyone will feel free to laugh and par
ticipate with us at these appropriate times, but watch for our cues to 
stop. It might also be fun to see if you can figure out who's who! 

Laura Gallegos - a smooth flowing dancer, sometimes bouncy, too 
Crista Haefling - a strong moving dancer 
Carolynn Jennings - our lead narrator 
Marguerite Johnson - a floppy dancer without much energy 
AnaMaria Mederos - bouncy, funny and overanxious 
Josephine Mitchell - another strong moving dancer 
Cindy K. Mustain - either flowing or stretching with elastic 
Olga Roman - a flowing and very lyrical dancer 
Gloria Sanchz - she has many questions about dance 

Space Needed 

We would prefer to use the gym or multipurpose room floor for a 
more informal setting. Approximately 22' x 25' is needed (we can go 
smaller if necessary). 

I Ju.' 
25' 

Equipment Needed 

Piano Bench 
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EVALUATION OF "DANCE IS ... ?" 

Please circle the appropriate response, with 5 being the 
highest rating and 1 the lowest. Feel free to make any 
comments on the last page. 

The Choreographic Work 

A. The Idea 

1. Has the choreographer effectively in
cluded the following objectives for 
creating the lecture demonstration? 

a. the opportunity to visually see the 
exploration, discovery and inven
tion of different ways of moving 
through time, space and energy .. 

b. to increase aesthetic sensitivity by 
showing the expressive and imagina
tive potential of movement, as well 

. 1 2 3 4 5 

as the physical and athletic aspects .. 1 2 3 4 5 

c. to see choreographed movement re
lated to music and accompanying 
sounds .......... . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 

d. to develop a sensitivity to the 
essence of movement as communication. . 1 2 3 4 5 

e. to realize the potential for the 
enjoyment found in dance, and break 
old stereotypes • . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 

f. to realize what creativity means in 
relation to children's dance ...... 1 2 3 4 5 

g. to develop an appreciation for dance 
as an art form. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Does the lecture demonstration effec
tively teach children about chil-
dren's dance?. . . . . ........ 1 2 3 4 5 
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3. Is the choreographic intent communicated 
with clarity and free of extraneous move-
ment, elements, and development? . • . . . 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Is the lecture demonstration effectively 
organized and well-presented? ....... 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Is the choice of wording and material 
used appropriate for elementary school 
children?. . . ............ 1 2 3 4 5 

B. The Choreography 

1. Are movements appropriately chosen to 
convey the choreographer's idea? . . . 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Does the lecture demonstration have con
tinuity and effective transitions from 
beginning to end? ............. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. Is an effective use of spacial patterns 
and relationships demonstrated, thus 
creating visual interest and furthering 
the choreographic idea? .......... 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Is enough dynamic variation in movement 
and spoken words demonstrated? . . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Is an inventive use of developing each 
dance element (space, time, energy, 
creativity) demonstrated? ......... 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Is the choice of music and/or other 
stimulus for accompaniment appropriate? .. 1 2 3 4 5 

The Performance 

1. Are the production elements (costumes, 
set designs, props, accompaniment) 
applied effectively to enhance the 
choreographic work? ............ 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Are costumes appropriate in color 
and style to the dance idea? . . . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 
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3. Are set designs and props both visually 
and functionally effective? ........ 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Is the lecture demonstration performed 
with vitality and sufficient technical 
proficiency? • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Does the lecture demonstration effec-
tively sustain interest throughout? .... 1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: 



SCRIPT FOR 

"DANCE IS. . . ? II 

"Dance Is ..• ?" sums up for children in 30-40 minutes 

the nature of children's dance. Each of the dancers in

volved has a different "movement personality" to help the 

children see many different ways of moving. "Dance 

Is ••. ?" explores why one likes to dance, moving through 

space, moving to rhythms, using energy and being creative 

while dancing. At times the audience is invited to par

ticipate along with the dancers. 

Number of Dancers: 6-9 

Space Needed: To create an informal atmosphere a gym or 

multipurpose room is used. The audience is seated on the 

floor. Approximately 22' x 25' is needed for the 

performance. 

22' 

25' 
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Props Needed: 

Crepe Paper 
Kazoo 
Baseball (or small 

rubber ball) 
Whistle 

Introduction 
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"Body Parts" Cards 
Body Elastics 
Piano Bench 
Dance Storybook 
Fireman's Hat 

Script 

Character #2 starts the lecture demonstration. She 

casually tosses a baseball up in the air, while walking 

around the upstage left area. When she turns her back to 

the dancers, crepe paper is thrown out to center stage. 

"*~ t ----..1 2.1' 

2.5' 

One dancer retrieves it and begins to gently play with 

it--circling and making figure eights. When she tosses it 

back to the other dancers the music starts and the stage 

space is marked off. 

Images such as "walking a tightrope," "an exciting 

occasion," "wheelbarrows," "leapfrog," "a circus," "a 

balance beam," "a grand event," and helping one another 

are used to mark off the space. At atmosphere of excite-

ment, yet oblivion to the audience, is maintained as the 
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dancers roll out the crepe paper. The dancers must complete 

their task by the second "4, 3, 2, 1" in the music. 

One of the dancers sneaks out of the group, cautiously 

at first, then with excitement as she discovers they have 

an audience. She gestures the others over to see what 

she's found. Everyone excitedly focuses on the boys and 

girls, mouths open and eyes large in wonder. The audience 

is scanned in unison and the dancers jump back in excite

ment. A game similar to "Rock/Scissors/Paper" begins to 

see who will get the highest score two out of three trials, 

for the winner will tell the audience their purpose for 

coming. Character #1 wins with "ten" on the last round. 

She proudly steps out and the dialogue begins. 

CHARACTER #1 HI! WE'RE DANCERS FROM TEXAS WOMAN'S UNI-

DANCERS 

VERSITY (other dancers form the letters TWU 

in the background) . 

T-W-U! (shouting) 

CHARACTER #1 AND WE'RE WONDERING IF YOU CAN HELP US (ges

ture to dancers) WITH A FEW QUESTIONS. TODAY 

WE WANT TO FIND OUT TWO THINGS (holds up 2 
~I 

fingers). ONE--WHAT IS DANCE?, AND TWO-

WHY DO WE DANCE? 
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CHARACTER #3 I KNOW! I KNOW ( ) 

(Character #1 gives her an annoyed look.) I 

DANCE BECAUSE I LIKE TO DANCE! __ ) IT'S 

FUN! __ ) 

CHARACTER #2 SO--A LOT OF THINGS ARE FUN. WHAT ABOUT BASE-

BALL AND SKATEBOARDS AND AND AND HOT FUDGE 

SUNDAES!!! 

CHARACTER #4 YEA, BUT HOT FUDGE SUNDAES CAN'T KEEP YOUR 

BODY IN GOOD SHAPE ) DANCE MAKES ME --
FEEL STRONG ) ' AND I CAN BALANCE ( ) , 

y~ -- --
MAKE SHAPES ) ' AND USE LOTS OF ENERGY! --
(exit with big jumping movements) . 

CHARACTER #2 (tries some of #4's movements as she exits) 

I DON'T KNOW--I CAN KEEP IN SHAPE AND BE 
;t 

l STRONG PLAYING BASEBALL (motions of a batter) . 

CHARACTER #5 BUT ( __ ) DID YOU EVER TRY TO TELL HOW YOU 

FEEL PLAYING BASEBALL ( ). DANCE LETS ME 

FEEL FREE ___ ) I CAN MOVE AND BE HAPPY 

___ ) OR SAD ( ) OR JUST BE MYSELF!!!! 

, exits) . 
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CHARACTER #2 (grumbling) 

FEELINGS--FREEDOM--I CAN DO THAT WHEN I RUN 

IN THE FIELD WITH MY DOG. 

(Character #6 sneaks up behind #2, rests her 

chin on #2's shoulder and grins, #2 jumps 

back.) 

CHARACTER #6 HEY--DID YOU KNOW THAT DANCE IS A WAY OF LIFE? 

WE'RE MOVING ALL THE TIME. ) CAN YOU 

THINK OF A TIME WHEN WE'RE NOT MOVING? 

CHARACTER #2 WELLLL--(thinking)--WELL--WHEN YOU'RE SLEEP-

ING? 

CHARACTER #6 (more assertively) 

I MOVE WHEN I SLEEP ____ ) 

CHARACTER #2 I DON'T KNOW--MAYBE THEY CAN HELP ME. (Point 

to the boys and girls.) CAN YOU BOYS AND 

GIRLS THINK OF A TIME WHEN WE AREN'T MOVING? 

* * * * * *AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION* * * * * * 

Characters #2 and 6 call on children in the 
audience, #6 takes more control over the 
situation and illustrates each of the replies 
through movement. Character #6 cuts off the 
responses with her next line. 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

CHARACTER #6 SEE THERE, MAN'S MOVING ALL THE TIME. 
UNLESS--HE'S DEAD. (promptly collapses.~! 
the other dancers rush out, look at #6 and 
drag her off stage left in a grand funeral 
procession accompanied by a kazoo playing 
"pray for the dead and the dead will pray for 
you. Characters #1 and 2 remain on stage.) 

CHARACTER #2 (kicking feet and grumbling) 

KEEPING IN SHAPE--WITH DANCE? FREEDOM? A 

WAY OF LIFE? I DON'T KNOW--I STILL THINK I 

LIKE BASEBALL BETTER. 

CHARACTER #1 OH--COME ON, YOU CAN AT LEAST TRY, CAN'T 

YOU? (dancers begin to come out hununing "I 

can move my shoulders") 

CHARACTER #2 WELL--~\THAT IS DANCE ANYWAYS? 

CHARACTER #1 DANCE IS--FINDING OUT ABOUT ME! LOOK, I HAVE 

TWO HANDS, FEET, LEGS, ARMS, A HEAD. WHY, I 

HAVE A WHOLE BODY THAT MOVES! 

(Other dancers cross by them.) 

COME ON! 

CHARACTER #2 I DON'T KNOW--

CHARACTER #1 COME ON--YOU CAN AT LEAST TRY, CAN'T YOU? 
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(The other dancers are in a line across the 
front of the stage space and sing:) 

I CAN MOVE MY SHOULDERS 
SO CAN YOU 

I CAN MOVE MY SHOULDERS 
SO CAN YOU 

I CAN MOVE MY SHOULDERS 
SO CAN YOU 

NOW LET'S SEE WHAT ELSE 

I CAN MOVE MY HANDS 
SO CAN YOU 

(Repeat as above) 

I CAN MOVE MY WHOLE BODY 
SO CAN YOU 

(Repeat 2X) 

WE CAN DO! 

NOT LET'S SEE WHAT YOU CAN DO! 

* * * * * * *AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION* * * * * * * 

(The dancer closest to stage left exists 
and picks up one of the large representa
tions of a body part and says:) 

SING ALONG WITH US AND SEE IF YOU CAN MOVE 

YOUR EYES. 

(She walks in front of the dancers moving the 
eye up and down and then in back of them, 
moving it above their heads. The next dancer 
picks up the next body part.) 

NOW SEE IF YOU CAN MOVE YOUR FINGERS! 

(She repeats same movement pattern, shaking 
the "fingers." The next dancer in line 
repeats.) 

HOW ABOUT YOUR NOSE? 
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(Same movement pattern repeated, as the nose 
gets to the middle back it,"sneezes" on the 
closest dancer.) 

THIS ONE'S HARDER--CAN YOU MOVE YOUR EARS? 

(Same movement pattern.) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
(The next lines are given to dancers at 
random.) 

THAT ISN'T ALL WE CAN DO--WHY I CAN STRETCH 

MY BODY OUT LIKE TAFFY ) 

AND THEN SQUASH IT UP SMALL ) 

OR BEND ) 

TO LET IT STRETCH AGAIN! 

TAFFY CAN TWIST, TOO ) 

SO CAN I! 

PRETZELS TWIST ) 

TYING A KNOT IS LIKE TWISTING, TOO ) 

IT'S HARD TO MOVE LIKE THAT! 

THEN YOU COULD BOUNCE LIKE A BALL. 

OR SHAKE LIKE JELLY! 

(All dancers follow in a line across the front 
of the stage shaking.) 
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OR SWING, SWING, SWING 

(Swing movements take ·them back.) 

CHARACTER # 1 HEY! LET 1 S PUT ALL OF THESE 'I'OGETHER AND 

MAKE A DANCE! 

EVERYBODY OK! 

(POPCORN"--The NonLocomotor Movement Dance-
is performed to the music "Popcorn" by Hot 
Butter. Five dancers are used, Character #2 
participates as one of the five. All of the 
dancers exit at the end except Characters #1 
and #2. 

CHARACTER #2 WOW! THIS IS FUN! IS THIS ALL THERE IS TO 

DANCE? 

(Dance Storybook and piano bench are moved 
on stage.) 

CHARACTER #1 NO--DANCE HAS MANY PARTS! COME WITH ME--THE 

DANCE STORYBOOK CAN HELP US WITH YOUR QUES-

TIONS. LOOK--IT SAYS IN HERE THAT WE CAN 

EXPLORE ALL SORTS OF THINGS WITH DANCE. FIRST 

THE DANCER MOVES IN AN AREA WE CALL SPACE. 

(The Dance Storybook is used from this point 
on.) 

CHARACTER #2 WHAT IS SPACE? 

CHARACTER #3 ) SPACE IS LIKE WOW WHEEE WHERE SPACE 

SHIPS GO! ) 
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CHARACTER #1 ANA (Character's Name)--

CHARACTER #3 OOPS .... (exits) 

CHARACTER #1 WELL, SHE'S ALMOST RIGHT, BUT THE DANCER'S 

<> 

SPACE IS SMALLER. WE HAVE MARKED OFF OUR 

SPACE TODAY WITH CREPE PAPER, BUT WE COULD 

HAVE EASILY MADE IT A DIFFERENT SHAPE. IF 

THE BOYS AND GIRLS WEREN'T HERE THEN WE COULD 

HAVE USED THE WHOLE GYM AS OUR SPACE. 

(Four dancers move on the crepe paper to 
emphasize Character #l's words, on the last 
word, they all jump out into the audience.) 

OH BOY! 

CHARACTER #1 (Whistles and laughs) 

ALL RIGHT GANG--GET BACK IN HERE! 

(The four dancers go to their spaces on the 
"stage" and begin moving.) 

CHARACTER #1 ANYWAYS--THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF SPACE--

PERSONAL SPACE AND GENERAL SPACE. GENERAL 

SPACE IS THE AREA THE DANCERS ARE MOVING IN 

NOW. THEY CANNOT GO OUTSIDE OF THE CREPE 

PAPER. 

(The dancers move up to the front border of 
the stage space trying to get out.) 
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PERSONAL SPACE IS THE AREA RIGHT NEAR TO US. 

(Dancers go back to spots.) IF WE STAY IN 

ONE (Everybody stops) SPOT AND IMAGINE WE ARE 

GLUED TO IT (dancers glue self to spot) AND 

THEN TRY TO MOVE--THAT'S PERSONAL SPACE! 

CHARACTER #2 I DON'T UNDERSTAND--

CHARACTER #1 HMMMMM--I KNOW! PERSONAL SPACE IS SO SPECIAL 

TO US IF SOMEONE WE DON'T LIKE COMES INTO OUR 

PERSONAL SPACE IT DOESN'T MAKE US VERY HAPPY. 

____ ) BUT IF YOU LIKE THAT PERSON, IT'S 

OK ( __ ) 

CHARACTER #2 BUT CAN YOU REALLY DANCE IN PERSONAL SPACE? 

CHARACTER #1 SURE! REMEMBER BENDING, STRETCHING, BOUNCING 

AND TWISTING? THOSE CAN ALL BE DONE IN PER

SONAL SPACE. (Dancers perform movements.) 

CHARACTER #2 OH YEAH--I GUESS YOU COULD! 

CHARACTER # 1 AND WE CAN EXPLORE LEVELS . 

CHARACTER #2 LIKE REACHING UP TO TOUCH A STAR--OR DOWN LOW 

TO PICK UP ROCKS? 

CHARACTER #1 YES! WE CAN MAKE HIGH OR TALL SHAPES--OR VERY 

LOW ONES--OR SHAPES AT A MIDDLE LEVEL. 
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EVERYBODY (While the four dancers move) 

SHAPES ARE HIGH 

SHAPES ARE LOW 

SHAPES ARE ALWAYS ON THE GO 

SHAPES ARE LARGE 

SHAPES ARE SMALL 

SHAPES ARE ANY OLD SIZE AT ALL! 

(Repeat lx) 

CHARACTER #2 WHAT ABOUT GENERAL SPACE? 

CHARACTER #1 THEN YOU'D USE LOCOMOTOR MOVEMENTS LIKE--

WALKING--

JUMPING--ON A POGO STICK 

HOPPING--ON ONE LEG 

RUNNING--LIKE IN THE OLYMPICS 

SLIDING--

SKIPPING--AS HIGH AS YOU CAN 

GALLOPING--LIKE A HORSE OR 

LEAPING--LIKE A DEER 

WE CAN ALSO EXPLORE FOCUS AND DIRECTIONS 

(#1 puts on police hat and blows whistle and 
directs dancers.) 

FORWARD--BACKWARD--

SIDE--SIDE--(faster) 

FORWARD, SIDE, BACKWARD, SIDE, etc. 
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CHARACTER #2 LIKE A TRAFFIC COP! 

CHARACTER #1 RIGHT!--

NOW SEE IF YOU CAN FIND THE SHAPES AND PAT-

TERNS WE MAKE IN SPACE WITH ELASTICS. 

The "Elastic Dance" is performed to Walter 
Carlos' version of Scarlatti's "Sonata in 
D Major." Four dancers are used. Each has 
a piece of elastic long enough to stretch 
around their fully stretched body. 

CHARACTER #2 HOW EXCITING! IS SPACE THE ONLY THING THAT 

MAKES UP DANCE? 

CHARACTER #1 NO--TIME OR RHYTHM IS ALWAYS INVOLVED. 

CHARACTER #2 LIKE A CLOCK? 

(Elastic dancers exit.) 

CHARACTER #1 YES! 

CHARACTER #4 I WANT TO TELL ABOUT RHYTHM! 

CHARACTER #1 OK! 

CHARACTER #4 REMEMBER WE SAID MAN WAS MOVING ALL THE TIME? 

WELL, THE DANCER CAN MOVE EITHER VERY FAST--

(Two dancers enter upstage right, moving to 
the "Mickey Mouse Club Theme Song"--tempo 
speed up.) 

OR VERY SLOW 
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(One dancer enters downstage left corner 
doing the same sequence to "Mickey Mouse" 
with the record speed too slow.) 

OR IN BETWEEN 

(Two dancers enter upstage left corner 
dancing the same sequence with the record 
on normal speed.) 

CHARACTER #2 HEY! EVERYTHING HAS RHYTHM,DOESN'T IT? 

CHARACTER #4 YOU'RE RIGHT! OUR HEARTBEAT, THE MOVEMENT 

OF TREES SWAYING IN THE WIND, POPCORN 

POPPING, EVEN DOGS WAGGING THEIR TAILS ALL 

HAVE RHYTHM (Dancers demonstrate through 

movement.) 

CHARACTER #4 SEE WHAT THE RHYTHM OF YOUR HEART IS RIGHT 

NOW--

CHARACTER #2 (Checks and then claps.) 

IT'S GOING LIKE THIS 

JJJJ 
CHARACTER #4 LET'S ALL FEEL OUR HEARTS. IS YOURS GOING 

AS FAST AS GLORIA'S? EVERYBODY CLAP GLORIA'S 

RHYTHM WITH HER. 
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* * * * * *AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION* * * * * * * 

Character #2 leads the group, telling them 
to start all together and to stop when she 
gives the cut off signal. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

CHARACTER #2 CLAP ALONG WITH ME, BOYS AND GIRLS, BUT WHEN 

I GO LIKE THIS ( ____ ), WE WILL ALL STOP. 

(Claps six times.) 

CHARACTER #3 DO YOU THINK , AND 

--· (insert names of dancers) COULD MOVE TO 

THAT RHYTHM? 

CHARACTER #2 SURE, LET'S TRY--CLAP WITH ME, BOYS AND GIRLS. 

(The dancers move while the audience claps 
about 20 times.) 

CHARACTER #3 NOW, LET'S HAVE THEM ALL WALK AND SEE IF WE 

CAN TELL THEM TO ACCENT THEIR FIRST MOVEMENT. 

DANCERS & #2 ACCENT? 

CHARACTER #3 SURE! IT'S THE CLAP-OR-BEAT--THAT IS PLAYED 

VERY STRONGLY. IF I HAD FOUR BEATS AND 

ACCENTED THE FIRST BEAT IT WOULD SOUND 

LIKE THIS: 

L L- L 

JJJJ JJJJ J JJJ 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
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(Character #3 does the first set alone, the 
dancers and #2 join in on the second and 
third times.) 

CHARACTER #2 LET'S CLAP THAT ALL TOGETHER. REMEMBER TO 

STOP WHEN I GO LIKE THIS. EVERYBODY READY. 

L 

j j J j 
(repeat 3-4 times) 

1 2 3 4 

CHARACTER #2 NOW LET'S SEE IF THE DANCERS CAN ACCENT THEIR 

MOVEMENTS ON COUNT ONE WITH A BODY PART. 

(Dancers move to rhythm, 2 accent with their 
arms, 2 with legs and one with her head. 
When the 2 dancers who have been accenting 
with their legs return to their spots, char
acter #2 cuts off the audience.) 

CHARACTER #2 THAT WAS PRETTY GOOD (to boys and girls) , 

DON'T YOU THINK?--IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE TO 

DANCE? (to #3) 

CHARACTER #6 SURE! THERE ARE MANY MORE THINGS! AFTER 

THE DANCER LEARNS HOW HIS BODY MOVES IN SPACE 

AND WITH RHYTHM, WE CAN EXPLORE ENERGY! 

(Everybody explodes and moves off stage.) 

WE SOMETIMES FEEL VERY SOFT AND FLOWING--LIKE 

A BUTTERFLY--OR CLOUDS--A WISP OF SMOKE--OR 

DREAMING--WITHOUT MUCH ENERGY. 
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(The music starts, Chuck Mangione's "Soft" 
and the dancers perform while character #5 
repeats the images above in tempo with 
their dance.) 

CHARACTER #2 THAT'S VERY PRETTY--BUT IF WE MOVED LIKE THAT 

ALL THE TIME, IT WOULD GET PRETTY BORING, 

WOULDN'T IT? BESIDES GUYS DON'T LIKE TO MOVE 

LIKE THAT! YOU CAN'T EVEN PLAY BASEBALL LIKE 

THAT! 

CHARACTER #4 IT SURE WOULD GET BORING! THAT'S WHY WE LIKE 

TO MOVE WITH LOTS OF ENERGY! 

CHARACTER #6 LIKE PUSHING THROUGH THICK STICKY PEANUT 

BUTTER--OR BEING PULLED BY A MAGNET--OR AN 

EVEN STRONGER MAGNET--JUMPING--LEAPING--WITH 

LOTS OF ENERGY--OR LIKE A FIRECRACKER--EXPLOD-

ING--AND LIFTING WITH STRENGTH. 

(Two dancers move to the images.) 

CHARACTER #4 ALL OF THESE THINGS USE LOTS OF STRENGTH AND 

ENERGY. 

CHARACTER #2 I LIKE USING LOTS OF ENERGY. 

(Jumps up and moves.) 
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CHARACTER #6 (laughs) MOST BOYS DO, TOO! BUT SOME OF US 

STILL LIKE BEING LIGHT AND NOT USING A LOT 

OF ENERGY. 

THAT'S THE MOST IMPORTANT THING ABOUT DANCE! 

DANCE IS CREATIVE, AND WE CAN DISCOVER HOW 

WE LIKE TO MOVE THROUGH EXPLORING. 

CHARACTER #1 AND EACH OF US MOVES DIFFERENTLY! 

--

(Each dancer comes out one at a time or in 
a group, moving to the following each exit 
after finished.) 

I LIKE TO MOVE LIKE A BALLOON. 

I LIKE TO MOVE LIKE A MOTORCYCLE. 

, WE LIKE TO MOVE LIKE AN OCTOPUS. 

CHARACTER #3 I LIKE TO MOVE LIKE A LAUGH. 

I LIKE TO MOVE LIKE SPAGHETTI. 

(Conclusion) 

CHARACTER #1 SO--SO YOU THINK YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT DANCE 

IS NOW? 

CHARACTER #2 YES! DANCE IS NOT ONLY AN ART FORM, BUT IT 

CAN REALLY BE FUN, TOO. I LEARNED I HAVE A 
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BODY THAT CAN DO ALL KINDS OF THINGS LIKE 

BEND, TWIST, STRETCH, OR BOUNCE. 

(Four dancers enter stage space doing move
ments described.) 

I FOUND OUT THAT THE DANCER MOVES THROUGH 

SPACE. 

(Character #3 buzzes through the four dancers.) 

NOT THAT KIND, THOUGH! 

CHARACTER #1 WE ALL LOVE TO USE SPACE! 

CHARACTER #2 AND THEN THERE'S TIME OR RHYTHM. EVERYTHING 

MOVES WITH RHYTHM. 

(Dancers form a "machine" center stage and 
move with different sounds.) 

AND ENERGY! THAT'S MY FAVORITE! I LIKE TO 

USE LOTS OF ENERGY! 

(#2 stirs up machine until too much energy 
causes it to die.) 

CHARACTER #1 BUT REMEMBER, SOME OF US DON'T! 

CHARACTER #2 SO WE CAN BE CREATIVE AND FIND OUT WHAT WE 

LIKE BEST ABOUT DANCE. RIGHT? 

CHARACTER #1 RIGHT! 
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CHARACTER #2 I HOPE YOU BOYS AND GIRLS (points to them) 

WILL TRY AND LEARN MORE ABOUT DANCE, TOO! 

(Scott Joplin's "Maple Leaf Rag" starts, 
the dancers exit and take down the crepe 
paper "stage.") 
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Character #1 wins "Rock/Scissors/Paper" 

The Funeral Procession 
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"I Can Move My Nose!" 

Reading from the Dance Storybook 
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The "Elastics Dance" 

"Moving like a Butterfly" 
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"The Machine" 

The Ending 
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